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ArtAge supplies books, plays, and materials to older performers around 

the world. Directors and actors have come to rely on our 30+ years of 

experience in the field to help them find useful materials and information 

that makes their productions stimulating, fun, and entertaining.  

 

ArtAge’s unique program has been featured in American Theatre, Wall 

Street Journal, Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times, Time Magazine, Modern 

Maturity, on CNN, NBC, and in many other media sources. 

 

ArtAge is more than a catalog. We also supply information, news, and 

trends on our top-rated website, www.seniortheatre.com. We stay in touch 

with the field with our very popular e-newsletter, Senior Theatre Online. 

Our President, Bonnie Vorenberg, is asked to speak at conferences and 

present workshops that supplement her writing and consulting efforts. 

We’re here to help you be successful in Senior Theatre! 

  

We help older performers fulfill their theatrical dreams! 
 

ArtAge Publications 

Bonnie L. Vorenberg, President 

PO Box 19955 

Portland OR 97280 

503-246-3000 or 800-858-4998 

bonniev@seniortheatre.com 

www.seniortheatre.com 
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NOTICE  
  

Copyright: This play is fully protected under the Copyright Laws of the 

United States of America, Canada, and all other countries of the Universal 

Copyright Convention.  

 

The laws are specific regarding the piracy of copyrighted materials. Sharing 

the material with other organizations or persons is prohibited. Unlawful use 

of a playwright's work deprives the creator of his or her rightful income. 

 

Cast Copies: Performance cast copies are required for each actor, director, 

stage manager, lighting and sound crew leader.  

 

Changes to Script: Plays must be performed as written. Any alterations, 

additions, or deletions to the text must be approved. 

 

Permission to Film: Rights to produce, film, or record, in whole or in part, 

in any medium or in any language, by any group amateur or professional, 

are fully reserved. 

 
Royalty: Royalties are due when you perform the play for any audience, paying or 

non-paying, professional or amateur. This includes readings, cuttings, scenes, and 

excerpts.  

 

The royalty for amateur productions of this show is posted online. It is 

payable two weeks prior to your production. Contact us for professional 

rates or other questions. Royalty fees are subject to change. 

 

Insert the following paragraph in your programs: 

 
“Performed with special permission from ArtAge Publications’ Senior Theatre 

Resource Center at 800-858-4998, www.seniortheatre.com.” 

 

Copyright 2011  
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THE PRIVATE EYE  

 

by Drena Heizer 

CAST 

 

NARRATOR  

SAM  

LUCRETIA  

 

STAGE POSITIONS: Sam at stage left. Lucretia to his right. These positions can be 

reversed, depending on which side offers the best route offstage for Lucretia.  

 

PROPS: For SAM: Suspenders, white socks, a gaudy necktie and a cigar. These are 

necessary to the plot. Script lines with reference to the colors in the tie can be changed to 

match the actual tie. For LUCRETIA: Suggested are a flouncy blonde wig, a feather boa 

which she flings over her shoulder, and maybe some flashy jewelry. These are optional but 

do enhance the character’s appearance.  

 

PERFORMANCE NOTES 

It is important that the tie SAM is wearing is not actually tied, but is simply looped once, 

because it has to be easy for LUCRETIA to remove as she goes offstage. SAM‘s ‘annoying 

habit’ must be done the same way every time. SNIFFS, COUGHS TWICE, AND 

MAKES A LOUD GROANING SOUND. Lucretia always reacts to this in a way that 

makes it clear she is greatly annoyed by it. At the end, when SAM is saying “Here she 

comes now,” LUCRETIA does not actually appear. She remains offstage, so her 

‘entrance’ is left to the imagination.  

          

NARRATOR: When Sam Spade and Mike Hammer weren’t around any more, 

we thought we had seen the last of the old-fashioned private detective. But we 

were wrong. There was one left. And here is his story…  

 

SAM: I’m Sam Shovel, private eye. (He sniffs, coughs twice, and makes a loud 

groaning sound.) I used to have a crummy office and no clients. But that all 

changed the day that SHE walked in.  

 

LUCRETIA: Hello, Bob.  

 

SAM: I’m Sam.  
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LUCRETIA: Oh. I thought you were Bob.  

 

SAM: No, I’m Sam.  

 

LUCRETIA: Are you sure about that?  

 

SAM: Reasonably sure, yes.  

 

LUCRETIA: Then where is Bob?  

 

SAM: Bob who?  

 

LUCRETIA: Never mind. Are you a lawyer?  

 

SAM: No, I’m a private detective. That’s what the sign says on the door.  

 

LUCRETIA: No it doesn’t. The sign on the door says BROOM CLOSET.  

 

SAM: Oh. Yeah. I forgot. Business hasn’t been too good lately, and yesterday I 

had to move into this smaller place.  

 

LUCRETIA: Well, somehow it suits you.  

 

SAM: Thanks. But enough about me. What brings you here? (He sniffs, coughs 

twice and groans.)  

 

LUCRETIA: (with exaggerated drama) My husband has disappeared and I fear he 

has met with foul play.  

 

SAM: What makes you think so?  

 

LUCRETIA: This morning I found a note from him pinned to his pillow.  

 

SAM: What did the note say?  

 

LUCRETIA: (dramatically) It said, “I fear I have met with foul play.”  

 

SAM: I see. (sniffs, coughs twice and groans) How did you know the note was 

actually from your husband?  

 

http://www.seniortheatre.com/
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LUCRETIA: It was signed “my husband Harold.”  

 

SAM: Was it in his own handwriting?  

 

LUCRETIA: No, it typewritten.  

 

SAM: On a typewriter?  

 

LUCRETIA: (sarcastic) No, on a CAN-OPENER! Of COURSE on a typewriter!  

 

SAM: No need to get testy.  

 

LUCRETIA: Sorry. I guess I’m a little upset.  

 

SAM: That’s understandable. You must love your husband very much.  

 

LUCRETIA: No I don’t! I can’t STAND the man! He’s so ANNOYING! He cracks 

his knuckles, he wears ugly neckties, and he’s always snapping those darned 

suspenders he wears! Drives me crazy!  

 

(SAM snaps his suspenders. LUCRETIA reacts with annoyance.)  

 

SAM: I see. (sniffs, coughs twice and groans) But you married him, so you must 

have loved him once.  

 

LUCRETIA: Don’t be ridiculous. I married him for his money.  

 

SAM: Oh.  

 

LUCRETIA: Why do you always do that?  

 

SAM: Do what?  

 

LUCRETIA: This. (She sniffs, coughs twice and groans)  

 

 

FreeView: This is copyrighted material 

Now buy the entire show—such fun! 
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